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We study the relations between a contract automata and an interaction model. In the former model,
distributed services are abstracted away as automata - oblivious of their partners - that coordinate
with each other through an orchestrator. The interaction model relies on channel-based asynchronous
communication and choreography to coordinate distributedservices.

We define a notion of strong agreement on the contract model, exhibit a natural mapping from
the contract model to the interaction model, and give conditions to ensure that strong agreement
corresponds to well-formed choreography.

1 Introduction

We investigate the relations between two models of distributed coordination:contract automata[3] and
communicating machines[4].

The former model has been recently introduced as acontract-basedcoordination framework where
contracts specify the expected behaviour of distributed components oblivious of their communicating
partners. The underlying coordination mechanism of contract automata is orchestration. In fact, such
model envisages components capable of communicating messages on some ports according to an au-
tomaton specifying the component’s behavioural contract.These messages have to be thought of as
directed to an orchestrator synthesised out of the components; the orchestrator directs the interactions in
such a way that only executions that “are in agreement” happen. In this way, it is possible to transfer
the approach of [2, 1] to contract automata so to identify misbehaviour of components that do not realise
their contract.

We illustrate this with the following simple example. Aliceis willing to lend her aeroplane toy, Bob
offers a bike toy in order to play with an aeroplane toy, whileCarol wants to play with an aeroplane
or a bike toy. Leta andb denote respectively the actions of offering an aeroplane ora bike toy and,
dually, a andb denote the corresponding request actions. The contract automata for Alice, Bob, and
Carol correspond to the following regular expressions, used here for conciseness:

Alice= a Bob= b.a+a.b Carol= a+b

If Alice exchanges her toy with Bob, then all contracts are fulfilled. Instead, if not coordinated, Alice,
Bob, and Carol may share their toys in a way that does not fulfill their contracts. In fact, Alice can
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give her aeroplane to Bob or Carol, while Carol can receive the bike from Alice or Bob, therefore if
Alice gives her aeroplane to Carol the contracts of Alice andCarol are fulfilled while Bob’s contract is
not. In the model of contract automaton the coordinator actsas the mam of the three kids who takes
their desires and suggests how to satisfy them (and reproaches those who do not act according to their
declared contract).

Communicating machines - the other model we consider here - were introduced with the aim of
studying distributed communication protocols and ensure the correctness of distributed components
again formalised as automata. But - unlike contract automata - communicating machines do not require
an orchestrator since they interact directly with each other through (FIFO) buffers. In fact, a relation
between communicating and distributed choreographies hasbeen recently proved in [8].

We show that these models - invented to address different problems and having different coordination
mechanisms - are related. For this purpose, we introduce thenotion ofstrong agreement, which requires
the fulfillment of all offersand requests. Strong agreement differs from previous notions of agreements
for contract automata (cf. Section 3) and enables us to introduce strongly safe contract automata, that is
those automata accepting only computations that are in strong agreement. Strong agreement and safety
are key to establish a correspondence from contract automata to communicating machines.

Indeed if a contract automaton enjoys strong safety (and it is well-behaved on branching constructs)
then the corresponding communicating machines are a well-formed choreography.

Structure of the paper. We recall contract automata and communicating finite-statemachines in Sec-
tion 2. The new notion of agreement on contract automata is inSection 3. The translation of contract
automata into communicating machines is given in Section 4 where we also prove our main theorem.
In Section 5 we discuss possible extensions of our results toother notions of agreement for contract
automata and semantics for communicating machines. Finally, concluding remark are in Section 6.

2 Background

This section summarises the automata models we use in the paper. Both models envisage distributed
computations as enacted by components that interact by exchanging messages. As we will see, in both
cases components, abstracted away as automata, yield systems also formalised as automata.

2.1 Contract Automata

Before recalling contract automata (introduced in [3]), wefix our notations and preliminary definitions.

Given a setX, as usual,X∗
def
=

⋃

n≥0Xn is the set of finitewordson X (ε is the empty word,ww′ is the
concatenation of wordsw,w′ ∈ X∗, w(i) denotes thei-th symbol ofw, and|w| is the length ofw); write
xn for the word obtained byn concatenations ofx∈ X andx∗ for a finite and arbitrarily long repetition
of x ∈ X. It will also be useful to considerXn as a set of tuples and let~x to range over it. Sometimes,
overloading notation (and terminology), we confound tuples onX with words onX (e.g., if~w∈ Xn, then
|~w|= n is the length ofw and~w(i) denotes thei-th element ofw).

Transitions of contract automata will be labelled with elements in the setL
def
= R∪O∪{�} where

• requestsof components will be built out ofR while theirofferswill be built out ofO,

• R∩O= /0, and

• � 6∈R∪O is a distinguished label to represent components that stay idle.
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We leta,b,c, . . . range overL and fix an involution· : L→ L such that

R⊆O, O⊆ R, ∀a∈ R∪O : a= a, and � = �

A contract automaton (cf. Def. 2) represents the behaviour of a set of participants (possibly made
of a single participant) capable of performing someactions; more precisely, as formalised in Def. 1, the
actions of a contract automaton allow them to “ advertise” offers, “make” requests, or “handshake” on
simultaneous offer/request matches.

Definition 1 (Actions) A tuple~a onL is

• a request (action) onb iff ~a is of the form�
∗b�
∗ with b∈ R

• anoffer (action) onb iff ~a is of the form�
∗b�
∗ with b∈O

• a match (action) onb iff ~a is of the form�
∗b�
∗b�
∗ with b∈R∪O.

We define the relation⊲⊳⊆ L
∗×L

∗ as the symmetric closure of
·
⊲⊳⊆ L

∗×L
∗ where~a1

·
⊲⊳~a2 iff

• ~a1 and~a2 are actions of the same length

• ∃b∈R∪O : ~a1 is an offer on b=⇒ ~a2 is a request on b,

• ∃b∈R∪O : ~a1 is a request on b=⇒ ~a2 is a offer on b,

We write~a1 ⊲⊳b~a2 when there is b∈ R∪O such that~a1 and~a2 are actions on b and~a1 ⊲⊳~a2.

Fact 1 ⊲⊳ is an equivalence relation onL∗.

Definition 2 (Contract Automata) LetQ (ranged over by q1,q2, . . .) be a finite set of states. Acontract
automaton of rankn is a (finite-state) automatonA = 〈Qn, ~q0,L

n,T,F〉, where

• ~q0 ∈Qn is theinitial state

• F ⊆Qn is the set ofacceptingstates

• T ⊆Qn×L
n×Qn is the set oftransitionssuch that(~q,~a,~q′) ∈ T iff

– if ~a(i) = � then~q(i) =~q′(i) (i.e. , the i-th participant stays idle) and

– ~a is either a request, or an offer, or else a match action

A principal is a contract automatonA of rank1 such that, for any two transitions(q1,a1,q′1), (q2,a2,q′2)
in A , it is not the case that a1 ⊲⊳ a2.

Example 1 The principals of Alice, Bob, and Carol in Section 1 are givenbelow

q0start

q1

a

q0start

q1 q3

q2
a

b

a

b

q0start

q1

ba

Automaton of Alice Automaton of Bob Automaton of Carol

Given a contract automatonA = 〈Qn, ~q0,L
n,T,F〉 of rankn, usual definitions and constructions of

finite-state automata apply. In particular,

• the configurations ofA are pairs inQn× (Ln)∗ of strings ofn-tuples of labels and states ofA ;
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• A moves from(~q,w) to (~q′,w′), written (~q,w) ~a−→(~q′,w′), iff w=~aw′ and(~q,~a,~q′) ∈ T; we write
(~q,w)→ (~q′,w′) when~a is immaterial and~q ~a−→~q′ whenw is immaterial;

• thelanguage ofA is L (A ) = {w
∣

∣ (~q0,w)→∗ (~q,ε),~q∈ F}where→∗ is the reflexive and transi-
tive closure of→. As usual,s1

ℓ1 · · · ℓm−−−−→sm+1 shortenss1
ℓ1−→s2 · · ·sm

ℓm−→sm+1 (for somes2, . . . ,sm) and
s 6→ iff for no s′ it is the case thats→ s′.

We now borrow from [3] the product operation of contract automata. Given a finite set of contract
automata, this operation basically yields the contract automaton that interleaves all their transitions while
forcing synchronisations when two contract automata are instates ready to “handshake” (i.e. , they can
fire complementary request/offer actions).

Definition 3 (Product) LetAi = 〈Q
ni , ~q0i,L

ni ,Ti,Fi〉 be contract automata of rank ni , for i ∈ {1, . . . ,h}.
Theproduct ofA1, . . . ,Ah, denoted as

⊗

i∈{1,...,h}Ai , is the contract automaton〈Qn, ~q0,L
n,T,F〉 of rank

n= n1+ . . .+nh where:

• ~q0 = ~q01 . . . ~q0h

• F = {~q1 . . .~qh
∣

∣ ∀i ∈ 1. . .h : ~qi ∈ Fi}

• T is the least subset ofQn×L
n×Qn such that(~q,~c,~q′) ∈ T iff, letting~q=~q1 . . .~qh ∈Qn,

either there are1≤ i < j ≤ h such that(~qi ,~ai ,~q′i) ∈ Ti, (~q j ,~a j ,~q′j) ∈ Tj ,~ai ⊲⊳~a j and







~c(i) =~ai , ~c( j) =~a j , and~c(l) = �
nl for l ∈ {1, . . . ,h}\{i, j}

and
~q′ =~q1 . . .~qi−1 ~q′i ~qi+1 . . . ~q j−1 ~q′j ~q j+1 . . .~qh

or ~c(i) =~ai ,~c(l) = �
nl for each l 6= i ∈ {1, . . . ,h}, and~q′ =~q1 . . .~qi−1~q′i~qi+1 . . .~qh when(~qi ,~ai ,~q′i)∈

Ti and for all j 6= i and (~q j ,~a j ,~q′j) ∈ Tj it does not hold that~ai ⊲⊳~a j .

Example 2 The contract automaton below is the product of the contract automata in Example 1.

~q0start ~q1 ~q2

~q6 ~q3

~q7 ~q8 ~q4

(a,a,�)

(
�,b,b)

(a,�,a)

(�,�,a)

(
�,b,b)

(�,b,�)
(a,a,

�)
(�,a,�)

(
�,b,

�)

(�,b,�)

(�,a,�)

Notice that from the states~q0 and ~q6 (where participants can handshake) only match actions depart;
offer and request actions are not included in the product.
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Remark 1 Notice that the product in Def. 3 is not associative; an alternative (but more complex) defini-
tion of associative product can be given by “breaking” existing matches when composing automata [3].

Hereafter, we assume that all contract automata of rankn> 1 are the product ofn principals. Also,
we consider deterministic contract automata only. Such assumptions could be relaxed at the cost of
adding some technical intricacies.

2.2 Communicating Machines

Communicating machines [4] are a simple automata-model introduced to specify and analyse systems
made of agents interacting via asynchronous message passing. We adapt the original definitions and
notation from [4] and [7] to our needs; in particular, the only relevant difference with the original model
is that we have to add the set of final states. LetP be a finite set ofparticipants(ranged over byp, q, r,

s, etc.) andC
def
= {pq

∣

∣ p,q ∈P andp 6= q} be the set ofchannels.

Remark 2 The setP can be thought of as the set of integers{1, . . . ,n} (and likewise for contract au-
tomata). However, we adopt a different notation to make the translation from contract automata to
communicating machines clearer.

The set ofactionsisAct
def
= C× (R∪O) and it is ranged over byℓ; we abbreviate(sr,a) with a@sr

whena∈O (representing thesendingof a from machines to r) and, similarly, we shorten(sr,a) with
a@sr whena∈ R (representing thereceptionof a by r).

Definition 4 (CFSM) A communicating finite-state machineis an automaton M= (Q,q0,R∪O,δ ,F)
where Q is a finite set ofstates, q0 ∈ Q is theinitial state,δ ⊆ Q×Act×Q is a set oftransitions, and
F ⊆ Q is the set of final states. We say that M isdeterministiciff for all states q∈ Q and all actions
ℓ ∈ Act, if (q, ℓ,q′),(q, ℓ,q′′) ∈ δ then q′ = q′′. Also, we writeL (M) ⊆ Act

∗ for the language onAct
accepted by the automaton corresponding to machine M.

We will consider only deterministic CFSMs. The notion of deterministic CFSMs adopted here differs
from the standard one which requires that, for any stateq, if (q,a@sr,q′) ∈ δ and(q,b@sr,q′′) ∈ δ
thena= b andq′ = q′′ (see e.g., [7]). The reason for the definition is to reflect thesemantics of contract
automata.

The communication model of CFSMs (cf. Definitions 5 and 6) is based on (unbounded) FIFO buffers
- the channels inC - used by participants to exchange messages. To spare another syntactic category
and cumbersome definitions, we draw the messages appearing in the buffers of CFSMs from the set of
requestsR. Recall that the set of participantsP is finite.

Definition 5 (Communicating systems)Given a CFSM Mp = (Qp,q0p,R∪O,δp,Fp) for eachp ∈P,
the tuple S= (Mp)p∈P is a communicating system(CS). A configurationof S is a pair s= (~q;~w) where
~q= (qp)p∈P with qp ∈Qp and where~w= (wpq)pq∈C with wpq ∈R

∗; component~q is thecontrol stateand
qp ∈Qp is thelocal stateof machine Mp. Theinitial configurationof S is s0 = (~q0;~ε) with ~q0 = (q0p)p∈P.

Hereafter, we fix a machineMp = (Qp,q0p,R∪O,δp,Fp) for each participantp ∈P and letS= (Mp)p∈P
be the corresponding system.

Definition 6 (Reachable state)A configuration s′ = (~q′;~w′) is reachablefrom another configuration s=
(~q;~w) by firing ℓ, written sℓ−→s′, if there is a∈ R such that

1. eitherℓ= a@sr and(~q(s), ℓ,~q
′
(s)) ∈ δs,~q′(p) =~q(p) for all p 6= s, and~w′(sr) = ~w(sr) ·a and, for all

pq 6= sr, ~w′(pq) = ~w(pq)
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2. orℓ= a@sr and(~q(r), ℓ,~q
′
(r))∈ δr,~q′(p) =~q(p) for all p 6= r, and~w′(sr) = a·~w(sr) and~w′(pq) = ~w(pq)

for all pq 6= sr.

We write s−→ s′ for ∃ℓ : s ℓ−→s′ and denote with→∗ the reflexive and transitive closure of→. The set
of reachable configurations ofS is RS(S) = {s

∣

∣ s0→
∗ s}. A sequence of transitions is k-boundedif no

channel of any intermediate configuration on the sequence contains more than k messages.

Condition (1) in Def. 6 puts the contenta on a channelsr, while (2) gets the contenta from sr.

2.3 Notational Synopsis

To avoid their continuous repetition, through the paper we assume fixed a contract automatonA =
〈Qn, ~q0,L

n,T,F〉 of rankn.
For readability we summarise the notations introduced so far in the following table.

X∗ set of finite words on a setX; ε is the empty word
w(i) the i-th symbol ofw
|w| the length ofw
xn (resp.x∗) x concatenatedn-times (resp. arbitrarily many) with itself
~x or (xi)1≤i≤n indexed tuples
L labels (ranged over bya, b, c, etc.)
R request labels
O offer labels
� 6∈R∪O idle label
A contract automata of rankn
P set of participants (ranged over byp, q, i, j,A, B,C, etc.)
C set of channels (ranged over bypq)
Mp communicating machine of participantp
S a system of communicating machines

Finally, we assume that the states of any automaton/machineare build out of a universeQ (of states).

3 Enforcing Agreement

This section introduces a new notion of agreement on contract automata - calledstrong agreement- that
elaborates the notions ofagreementandweak agreementintroduced in [3]. The three notions differ on the
conditions for the fulfillment of an interaction between different principals. Briefly, anagreementexists
if all the requests, but not necessarily all the offers, are satisfied synchronously. Intuitively, this means
that the orchestrator “simultaneously” guarantees two participants that their complementary actions are
matched. Instead, aweak agreementexists when request actions can be performed “on credit”. Inother
words, a computation yelds weak agreement when the fulfillment of a request action can happen after the
action has been taken. Intuitively, this corresponds to an asynchronous communication admitting actions
taken on credit provided that obligations will be honored later on.

Here, we focus onstrong agreement, which strengthens the previous notion of agreement by requiring
the fulfillment of all offersand requests in a synchronous way. In Section 4 we will show how this
condition corresponds to interactions between communicating machines.
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Definition 7 (Strong Agreement and Safety)A strong agreement onL is a finite (non-empty) sequence
of match actions. We letZ to denote the set of all strong agreements onL.

A contract automatonA is strongly safeif L (A ) ⊆ Z, otherwise it isstrongly unsafe. We say that
A admits strong agreementwhenL (A )∩Z 6= /0.

Note thatε does not belong toZ; the reason is thatε would not be an interesting agreement because it
does not require any interaction (neither with the controller nor between principals). For this we require
that the initial states of contract automata are not accepting states.

We show how to generate a strongly safe composition of contracts with an approach borrowed by
the supervisory control theory for discrete event systems [6]. In this theory, discrete event systems
are basically automata where accepting states represent the successful termination of a few tasks while
forbidden statesare those that should not be traversed in “good” computations. The purpose is then to
synthesize a controller that enforces this property. The supervisory control theory distinguishes between
controllable events (those events that the controller can disable) anduncontrollableevents (those that
are always enabled). Moreover, the theory partitions events in observableandunobservable; the latter
being a subset of uncontrollable events. It is known that if all events are observable then a maximally
permissive controller exists that never blocks a good computation [6].

Since the behaviors that we want to enforce inA are exactly those traces labeled by words in
Z∩L (A ), we specialise the notions of supervisory control theory bydefining

• observable events to be all offer, request, and match actions;

• forbidden events to be non-match actions.

Definition 8 (Controller) A (strong) controller of A is a contract automaton KSA such that
L (KSA ) ⊆ Z∩L (A ). Themost permissive (strong) controller(MPC) of A is the controller KSA
such thatL (KS′

A
)⊆L (KSA ) for all KS′

A
controllers ofA .

Note that the most permissive controller is unique up-to language equivalence.

Example 3 The MPC of the contract automaton in Example 2 consists of thestates~q0, ~q1, ~q3, and~q4

with transitions(~q0,(a,a,�),~q1), (~q3,(a,a,�),~q4), (~q0,(�,b,b),~q3), and(~q1,(�,b,b),~q4).

Proposition 1 If KSA is the most permissive controller ofA thenL (KSA ) = Z∩L (A ).

Proof. By contradiction, assumeL (KSA ) ⊂ Z∩L (A ). SinceZ∩L (A ) is the intersection of two
regular languages and all actions are controllable, there exists a contract automatonKS′

A
accepting it (cf.

[6]). By definition,KS′
A

is a controller ofA strictly containingL (KSA ), contradicting the hypothesis
thatL (KSA ) is the most permissive controller. 3

A state~q of a contract automatonA is calledredundantif, and only if, from~q no accepting state of
A can be reached.

Lemma 2 (MPC) A contract automaton is the most permissive controller ofA if, and only if, it is
language-equivalent to

KSA

def
= 〈Qn, ~q0,L

n,T ′ \{(~q,a,~q′)
∣

∣~q or~q′ is redundant inK },F〉

whereK = 〈Qn, ~q0,L
n,{t ∈ T

∣

∣ t is a match transition},F〉 is the sub-automaton ofA consisting of the
match transitions ofA only.
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Proof. By construction, the transitions ofKSA are a subset of the transitions ofA , henceL (KSA ) ⊆
Z∩L (A ). ThereforeKSA is a controller ofA and we have just to prove thatL (KSA ) = Z∩L (A ).
We proceed by contradiction.

Let w ∈ (Z∩L (A )) \L (KSA ). SinceZ does not contain the empty string we havew 6= ε and
there must be a transitiont = (~q,~a,~q′) not in KSA in the accepting path ofw (which is unique since
we consider deterministic contract automata only), otherwisew∈L (KSA ). We know that~a is a match
action becausew∈ Z, and~q,~q′ are not redundant states ofA because the transition belongs to an accept-
ing path. Hence there must bet ∈ KSA , since by construction match transitions between non-redundant
states are inKSA . 3

Example 4 The MPC of Example 3 is obtained from the CA in Example 2 by applying the construction
of Lemma 2.

The controlled systemof a contract automatonA identifies the match transitions ofA and those
transitions that lead “outside” of the controller; for thiswe use a distinguished state⊥ 6∈Qn (for anyn)
in the following definition.

Definition 9 (Controlled system) Let KSA = 〈Qn, ~q0,L
n,T ′ ⊆ T,F〉 be the MPC ofA as computed in

Lemma 2. The controlled system of A under KSA is defined as the automaton
KSA /A = 〈Qn∪{⊥}, ~q0,L

n,T ′′,F〉 such that

T ′′ = T ′ ∪ {(~q,~a,⊥)
∣

∣~q reachable from~q0 in KSA and∃~q′ ∈Q
n : (~q,~a,~q′) ∈ T \T ′}

Example 5 The controlled system of the CA in Example 2 is obtained by adding the transitions
(~q1,(�,�,a),~q2),(~q0,(a,�,a),~q6) to the MPC of Example 3.

It is worth remarking that the transitions reaching⊥ in the controlled system ofA identify the start of
the computations inA which lead to violations of strong agreement.

In the next definition, we introduce a notion of strong liability, to single out the principals that are
potentially responsible of the divergence from the expected behaviour.

Definition 10 (Strong Liability) Given a controlled system KSA /A , the set ofliable participants on a
trace w∈L (A ) is given by:

Liable(KSA /A ,w) = {1≤ i≤ n | (~q0,w)→
∗ (~q,~aw′)→ (⊥,w) in KSA /A ,~a(i) 6= �}

Thepotentially liable principalsin KSA /A are Liable(KSA /A )
def
=

⋃

w∈L (A )Liable(KSA /A ,w).
We let TLiable(KSA /A ) to denote the set of transitions ofA that make principals liable.

Note that the transition labelled by~a in Definition 10 is the first which diverges from the expected path
(since, by Definition 9, state⊥ does not have outgoing transitions). Indeed a liable index identifies a
principal that fires an action taking the computation away from agreements.

Example 6 The liable indexes of the contract automaton in Example 2 are1 and 3, corresponding to
Alice and Carol respectively; the transitions that make them liable are respectively

(

~q0, (a,�,a), ~q6
)

and
(

~q1, (�,�,a), ~q2
)

. The former liable transition is a match that leads to a non-match transition.

Note that labels allow us to track participants firing actions so to find (the indexes of) the liable
principals. Our aim is to restrict the behaviour of principals so that they follow only the traces of the
automaton which lead to strong agreement, while avoiding the others.
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4 From Contract Automata to Communicating Machines

The translation of a principal into a communicating machineis conceptually straightforward. Indeed, the
translation just yields a machine isomorphic to a principalin the composed contract automaton; the only
difference are the labels. To account for the “openness” nature of contract automata - where principals
can fire transitions not matched by other principals - in Definition 11 below we use the ’−’ symbol
representing a special (“anonymous”) participant distinguished by the participants corresponding to the
principals and playing the role of the environment. For thisreason, we will assume from now on that
actions inAct are built onC∪{−}.

Definition 11 (Translation) The translationJ~aKp ∈ Act of an action~a onLn respect to a participantp
(with 1≤ p≤ n) is defined as:

J~aKp =























a@ij if ~a is a match action and i and j are such that~a(i) ∈O and~a( j) ∈ R andp= i

a@ij if ~a is a match action and i and j are such that~a(i) ∈O and~a( j) ∈ R andp= j

a@i− if ~a is an offer action and i is such that~a(i) ∈O andp= i

a@−j if ~a is a request action and j is such that~a( j) ∈ R andp= j

ε otherwise

Thetranslation ofA to a CFSMis given by the map

JA Kp
def
= 〈Q, ~q0(p),Act,{(~q(p),J~aKp,~q

′
(p))

∣

∣ (~q,~a,~q′) ∈ T andJ~aKp 6= ε},F〉

We denote with S(A ) = (JA Kp)p∈{1,...,n} the communicating system obtained by translating the con-
tract automatonA .

Givenϕ ∈
(

L
n
)∗

, we define

JϕK
def
=























a@ij a@ijJϕ ′K if ϕ =~aϕ ′ and~a is a match action ona with~a(i) ∈O and~a( j) ∈ R

a@i−Jϕ ′K if ϕ =~aϕ ′ and~a is an offer action ona with ~a(i) ∈O

a@−jJϕ ′K if ϕ =~aϕ ′ and~a is a request action ona with~a( j) ∈ R

ε if ϕ = ε
undefined otherwise

Example 7 Consider the following principal CAs:

A B C

q01start q11

q21

a

b a

a

q02start q12

q22

a

c a

a

q03start q13

q23q33

b

c c

b
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The product is the contract automaton below with initial state~q0 = 〈q01,q02,q03〉

A⊗B⊗C

~q9 ~q7 ~q0 ~q1 ~q2

~q10 ~q8 ~q3 ~q4 ~q5

~q6

(a,a,�)

(�,c,c)

(b,�,b) (a,a,�)

(�,c,c)

(a,a,�)

(�,�,c)

(b,�,b)

(a,a,�)

(a,a,�)
(a,a,�)

(�,�,b)

(a,a,�)

(a,a,�)

(�,�,b)

(�,�,c)

(a,a,�)

(�,�,b)

(a,a,�)

(�,�,c)

(a,a,�)

By applying Lemma 2 on the product automaton we obtain the MPC:

KSA⊗B⊗C

~q0start ~q1 ~q2

~q3 ~q4 ~q5~q6

(�,c,c)

(b,�,b) (a,a,�)

(�,c,c)

(a,a,�)

(b,�,b)(a,a,�) (a,a,�)
(a,a,�)

(a,a,�)

The translation of Definition 11 yelds the CMs:

JKSA⊗B⊗CKA JKSA⊗B⊗CKB JKSA⊗B⊗CKC

q01start q11

q21

a@AB

b@AC a@AB

a@AB

q02start q12

q22

a@AB

c@BC a@AB

a@AB

q03start q13

q23q33

b@AC

c@BC c@BC

b@AC
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We introduce the1-buffersemantics of communicating machines, recall that~w is the vector of buffers.
Intuitively, this semantics forbids a machine to send a message to one of its partners if there is a non
empty channel in the system.

Definition 12 (1-buffer, deadlock,convergent)A configuration(~q;~w) of a CS S= (Mp)p∈P is stableif
and only if~w=~ε, while isfinal if it is stable and~q∈ (Fp)p∈P. The1-buffer semantics ofS is given by
the relation

։

def
= →∩(RS≤1(S)×Act×RS≤1(S))

where→ is the relation introduced in Definition 6 and

RS≤1(S)
def
= {(~q;~w) ∈RS(S)

∣

∣ (~q;~w) is stable or∃pq ∈C : ∃a∈R : ~w(pq) = a∧∀p′q′ 6= pq.~w(p′q′) = ε}

We say that the system S isconvergentif and only if for everyreachableconfiguration(~q;~w) it is possible
to reach a final configuration in the 1-buffer semantics.

Moreover a configuration(~q;~w) is adeadlockif and only if is not final and(~q;~w) 6։

Note that if a system isconvergentthan it isdeadlock-free. The 1-buffer semantics above is instru-
mental to the relation we establish between strong agreement of contract automata and convergence of
CFMSs.

Remark 3 Note that by considering only finite traces, we rule out all the unfair traces. For example,
consider the followingstrongly safeCA:

~q0start ~q1

(a,a,�)

(b,�,b)

If the first and second participants could execute the transition (~q0,(a,a,�),~q0) infinitely often then
the third participant would be prevented from reading the message b. This behaviour is ruled out by
considering only finite traces. Indeed all the possible traces generated by the automaton above are
described by the regular expression(a,a,�)∗(b,�,b), where the third participant will eventually reach
its goal.

We definesnd(~a)
def
= i when~a is a match action or an offer action such that~a(i) ∈ O and, similarly,

rcv(~a)
def
= j when~a is a request or a match andj is such that~a( j) ∈ R.

Property 3 Let S(KSA ) be a CS obtained by Definition 11, and s0 be its initial configuration. Then for

all f such that s0
f
։ there is a strong agreementϕ such that f= JϕK or f = JϕKa@ij for some a,i,j.

Proof. The proof follows trivially by observing thatKSA contains only match transitions and that the
1-buffer semantics does not allow other behaviours for the CS. 3

Before providing the main results, we introduce a notion of well-formedness of contract automata.
We require that an output action of a participant in a particular state is independent from the states of the
other participants in the system.

Definition 13 (Branching Condition) A contract automatonA has thebranching conditioniff for each
~q1,~q2 reachable inA the following holds

∀~a match actions.(~q1
~a−→∧snd(~a) = i∧ ~q1(i) = ~q2(i)) implies~q2

~a−→
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Example 8 Consider the CAs of Example 7. The product automaton has the branching condition while
this is not true for the MPC. Indeed, we have~q0(1) = ~q3(1) = q01 and~q3

(a,a,�)−−−−→ while there is no~qi such
that (~q1,(a,a,�),~qi) ∈ TKS.

The next theorem characterizes the relations between a CA and the corresponding CS. It states that
the CS is capable of performing all the moves of the controller of the CA, while the CA is capable of
performing those traces of the CS that are instrong agreement. Moreover, if a CA has the branching
condition, the runs of the CS leading to a deadlock configuration correspond in CA to runs traversing
liable transitions, and likewise when the CS reaches a non-deadlock configuration which does not reach
a final configuration.

Theorem 1 Let S(KSA ) be the communicating system obtained by the MPC KSA with s0, s1, and s2 be
the initial configurations ofA , KSA , and S(KSA ), respectively. The following hold:

1. if s1
ϕ−→ then s2

JϕK
։

2. if s2
JϕK
։ andϕ is a strong agreement then s0

ϕ−→

3. if s2
f
։ reaches a deadlock configuration where f= JϕK or f = JϕKa@ij and the branching

condition holds inA then s0
ϕ̂−→ has traversed a transition in TLiable(KSA /A ) whereϕ̂ can be

respectivelyϕ̂ = ϕ or ϕ̂ = ϕ~a where~a is a match on a with snd(~a) = i, rcv(~a) = j.

4. if s2
JϕK
։ s′2, s′2 is not a deadlock configuration and no final configurations arereachable from s′2

then s0
ϕ−→ has traversed a transition in TLiable(KSA /A ).

Proof. Through the proof assume thats′0, s′1 ands′2 are such thats0
ϕ−→s′0, s1

ϕ−→s′1 ands2
JϕK
։ s′2.

1. By induction onϕ . Assume thats1
~a−→s′1 with~a match action ona where principali makes the offer

and principalj makes the request ona. Let ~q0(i) and~q0( j) be the initial states of participantsi and
j in S(KSA ). By Definition 11, we have for some~q1 and~q2 that

(~q0(i),a@ij, ~q1(i)) and (~q0( j),a@ij, ~q2(i))

are transitions of participantsi andj, respectively. We haves2
a@ij

։

a@ij

։ s′2 since after the first
transition participantj remains in its initial state.

When|ϕ |> 1, we have for a configurations′′1 thats1
ϕ−→s′′1

~a1−→s′1. Hences2
JϕK
։ s′′2 (by the induction

hypothesis) and, since~a1 is a match, with the same reasoning we can concludes′′2
J~a1K
։ s′2.

2. The proof is again by induction. Assumes2
J~aK
։ s′2, where~a is a match ona which involves (the

principalsi and j corresponding to) participantsi andj. As before leti perform the offer andj
the request. By Definition 3 (of product), we have that there is a transition(~q0,~a,~q) in A from its
initial state.

When|ϕ |> 1, we haves2
JϕK
։ s′′2

J~aK
։ s′2 and there isw′ ∈ (Ln)∗ such that (by the induction hypothesis)

s0
ϕ−→s′0 = (~q′,w′) is a run inA . Reasoning as in the base case, we conclude thatA has a transition

of the form(~q′,~a, ~q′′).

3. Lets′2 = (~q;~w) be the deadlock configuration reached froms2 with f .
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We distinguish two cases:

• if ~w 6=~ε (namely some buffer in~w is not empty) then̂ϕ is not a strong agreement (in fact, if
it were a strong agreement then the 1-buffer semantics ofS(KSA ) would yield~w=~ε). Then
by Property 3 we havef = JϕKa@ij andϕ̂ = ϕ~a. Moreover, Theorem 1.1 guarantees that a
runs0

ϕ−→s′0 = (~q′,w′) exists inA and, by Definition 11 and the branching condition, there is a
transition(~q′,~a,~q′′) in A where~a is a match action ona. By contradiction, assume that there
is no liable transition in the runs0

ϕ~a−→(~q′′,w′′) in A . Then, by construction (cf. Definition 8),

the MPC ofA has the same run, namelys1
ϕ~a−→(~q′′,w′′). Finally, by Theorem 1.1,s′2

a@ij

։ ,
contradicting the hypothesis thats′2 is a deadlock configuration.

• if ~w =~ε (namely, all buffers are empty) then, by definition of deadlock configuration of
CFSMs (cf. Definition 12), the state~q of configurations′2 = (~q;~w) is not final, there is no
participant ready to fire an output, and there is a participant waiting for an input on one of its
buffers. The latter condition is guaranteed by the construction of CFSMs from controllers.
Since~w=~ε , we havef = JϕK andϕ̂ = ϕ whereϕ ∈ Z and there is a runs0

ϕ−→s′0 = (~q1,w′)
in A (by Theorem 1.2). Note that~q1 is redundant inKSA (otherwise by Theorem 1.1,s′2
would not be a deadlock configuration) and, by construction (Lemma 2),~q1 is removed from
KSA . This implies that a liable transition has been traversed ins0

ϕ−→s′0.

4. Wlog we can assume thatϕ is a strong agreement ( otherwise we haves2
JϕKa@ij

։ s′2 for somei,j,a

and sinces′2 is not a deadlock it is possible to perform the steps′2
a@ij

։ s′′2 and we have thatϕ~a is
a strong agreement where~a is a match action with~a(i) = a,~a( j) = a). Moreover, froms′′2 is not
possible to reach a final state, and we apply the following reasoning tos′′2,ϕ~a instead ofs′2,ϕ .

Assume by contradiction thats0
ϕ−→s′0 has traversed no liable transitions. Then by Definition 10

there existsϕ ′ such thats′0
ϕ ′−→s′′0 ands′′0 is a final configuration. By Lemma 2 we must haves1

ϕϕ ′−−→s′1

wheres′1 is a final configuration. Hence by applying Theorem 1.1 we haves′2
Jϕ ′K
։ s′′′2 wheres′′′2 is a

final configuration, obtaining a contradiction. 3

Note that the converse of Theorem 1.3 does not hold. Indeed ifa CA A passes through a liable
transition, it can be thatS(KSA ) never reaches a deadlock configuration.

Example 9 Consider the CAs and CMs of Example 7. A possible trace belonging to the system S(KSA⊗B⊗C)
is generated by the transitions:(q01,a@AB,q11),(q01,a@AB,q21). By using Theorem 1.2 this trace cor-
responds to the liable transition(~q0,(a,a,�),~q7) of the product automaton.

However after this two steps the system S(KSA⊗B⊗C) will never reach a deadlock configuration.
Indeed, it is always possible to perform the transitions:(q11,a@AB,q11),(q21,a@AB,q21). Note that
S(KSA⊗B⊗C) is deadlock-free but not convergent.

We are now ready to state our main result: the controller of a CA has the branching condition if and
only if the corresponding CS is convergent.

Theorem 2 Let A be a contract automaton, KSA be its MPC, and S(KSA ) be the communicating
system obtained by KSA . The following statements are equivalent :

1 S(KSA ) is convergent

2 KSA has the branching condition

Proof. Let s0, s1, ands2 be the initial configurations ofA , KSA , andS(KSA ), respectively.
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(←) Assume by contradiction thatS(KSA ) is not convergent andKSA has the branching condition

holds, namely there existss′2 = (~q,~w) such thats2
ϕ
։ s′2 and no final configurations are reachable from

(~q,~w). We distinguish two cases:

• s′2 is not a deadlock configuration. Then by applying Theorem 1.4we haveϕ = ϕ1~aϕ ′′ for some
ϕ1,~a,ϕ ′′ such that~q0

ϕ1−→~q1 is a run ofA and (~q1,~a, ~q′1) ∈ TLiable(KSA /A ). Note that~a is a
match action, otherwise a participant inS(KSA ) has fired an action to the environment inϕ . Since
S(KSA ) is derived fromKSA and all the transitions ofKSA are match, this is not possible. Assume
~a is an action ona with snd(~a) = i, rcv(~a) = j for somei,j ∈P.

By hypothesis we know thats2
Jϕ1K
։ s′2

a@ij

։ , hence in the configurations′2 the participanti is able
to fire the actiona@ij. By Definition 11, 3 there must be a state~q2 in KSA such that(~q2,~a, ~q3)
is a transition inKSA (recall thatS(KSA ) is derived fromKSA ) and~q2(i) = ~q1(i) (otherwise we

would not haves′2
a@ij

։ ), and since(~q1,~a, ~q′1) ∈ TLiable(KSA /A ) we conclude that the branching
condition does not hold inKSA , obtaining a contradiction.

• all the possible configurationss′2 are deadlock. Then it must be thats2
JϕK
։ s′′2

a@ij

։ s′2 for some

i,j,a, and froms′′2 it is possible to reach a final configuration, that iss′′2
Jϕ ′K
։ s′′′2 wheres′′′2 is final.

Note that it is not possible to haves′′2
a@ij

։ s′2 otherwise we would have that froms′′2 , which is not
a deadlock, is not possible to reach a final configuration, or thats′2 is not a deadlock.

By Theorem 1. 2 we haves0
ϕϕ ′−−→s′0 wheres′0 is final, hence by Lemma 2 it must bes1

ϕ−→s′1 =(~q1,w).
As the previous case, by Definition 11, 3 there must be a state~q2 in KSA such that(~q2,~a, ~q3) is a
transition inKSA where~a is a match an action ona with snd(~a) = i, rcv(~a) = j and~q2(i) = ~q1(i).
Moreover sinces′2 is a deadlock, it must be that there is no transition(~q1,~a,~q4) in KSA , otherwise

by Theorem 1 . 1 we haves′2
a@ij

։ , obtaining a contradiction. Hence we have that the branching
condition does not hold inKSA , since there is no transition(~q1,~a,~q4) in KSA .

(→) By contradiction assume that the branching condition doesnot hold inKSA . Hence we have two
states~q1, ~q2 in KSA such that~q0

ϕ−→~q1
~a−→, ~q0

ϕ ′−→~q2 6
~a−→ where~a is a match ona with snd(~a) = i, rcv(~a) = j

for somei,j ∈P and~q1(i) = ~q2(i).
By Theorem 1.1 we haves2

JϕK−−→s′2
a@ij−−−→ ands2

Jϕ ′K−−→s′′2. By Definition 11 and 3 we know that the
participanti is in the same state in the configurations′2,s

′′
2, hence we haves′′2

a@ij−−−→s′′′2 and froms′′′2 is
is not possible to reach a final configuration. Otherwise ifs′′′2

a@ijJϕ2K−−−−−−→sf wheresf is final, then by
Theorem 1.2 we would have~q2

~aϕ2−−→~qf where~qf is a final state of the CA, hence~q2
~a−→ is not liable and

belongs toKSA , obtaining a contradiction.
3

A consequence of Theorem 2 is that astrongly safeCA has the branching condition if and only if the
corresponding CS is convergent.

Corollary 4 LetA be a contract automaton, thenA is strongly safe and has branching condition if and
only if S(A ) is convergent.

Proof. The statement follows trivially by notice that ifA is strongly safe thenA = KSA , henceKSA

has the branching condition and we can apply Theorem 2.
3
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~q0start ~q1 ~q2 ~q3

~q4 ~q5 ~q6 ~q7

~q8 ~q9 ⊥

(a,�,a)

(a,a,�)
(�,c,c)

(ok,�,ok) (d,�,d)

(�,c,c)

(a,a,�)
(ok,ok,�)

(�,ok,ok)

(�,ok,ok)

(d,�,d)

(ok,ok,�)

(�,�,d)

Figure 1:KSA

Example 10 Consider the followingstrongly safeCAA = A⊗B⊗C⊗D:

~q0start ~q1 ~q2

~q3~q4 ~q5

(a,�,a,�)

(a,�,�,a)

(�,a,a,�)

(�,a,�,a)
(�,a,�,a)

(a,�,�,a)

(�,a,a,�)

(a,�,a,�)

In this example we have four participants: the first two (A,B) perform the same offera, while the others
(C,D) perform the request a. The CAA has no branching condition: for example the internal state of
the participantB is the same in both states~q1,~q3. From state~q1 we have the match transition(�,a,�,a)
which is not available in state~q3, and from state~q3 we have the match transition(�,a,a,�) which is not
available from state~q1.

The translation yields the CMs:

JKSA KA = a@AC+a@AD JKSA KB = a@BC+a@BD

JKSA KC = a@AC+a@BC JKSA KD = a@AD+a@BD

A deadlock configuration is generated by the tracea@AC.a@AC.a@BC.

Example 11 Figure 1 depicts the automaton KSA whereA = A⊗B⊗C:

A= a.ok.d B= (a.c+c.a).ok.ok C= a.ok.d+c.ok.d

ParticipantA sends an offera and then waits on acknowledgement ok and then a message d. Participant
B acts as an intermediary: it receives the requests a and c and then replies withok. Finally, participantC
can either behave similarly toA or directly acknowledge the message received on a (and then send d). The
translation in Definition 11 yields the following communicating machines, written as regular expressions:
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JKSA KA = a@AC.ok@CA.d@CA+a@AB.ok@BA.d@CA

JKSA KB = (a@AB.c@CB+c@CB.a@AB).(ok@BA.ok@BC+ok@BC.ok@BA)

JKSA KC = c@CB.ok@BC.d@CA+a@AC.ok@CA.d@CA

Note that KSA has no branching condition, indeed~q9(3) = ~q7(3) but there is no(~q9,(d,�,d),~q′) in

KSA for some~q′. Moreover there is aliable transition with label(~q9,(�,�,d),⊥) in Figure 1 which
represents the possible deadlock in the system.

A deadlock configuration in S(KSA ) is given by the traceJϕKd@CA where:

ϕ = (a,a,�)(�,c,c)(,ok,ok)

Indeed s0
JϕK
։

d@CA
։ s′0 where s0 is the initial configuration of S(KSA ). In the configuration s′0 = (~q,~w)

the buffer~w is not empty, because~w(CA) = d. Moreover the machine A is prevented to read the message
on the buffer since its configuration in~q is ok@BA.d@CA.

5 On extending the approach

We discuss possible extensions of our approach to other existing types of agreement on CAs, and on
different semantics of CMs, where there are no constraints on the number of messages in a buffer. We
start by comparing the other existing types of agreement with the 1-buffer semantics for CMs.

On agreement The property ofagreementrequires that all the requests are matched. It allows strings
made by match and offer actions only. In the following we discuss a correspondence similar to Theorem 2
for the property ofagreement.

Example 12 Consider the CAs corresponding to the regular expressionsA= b.d+c.e+d.e andB= d.e.
The controllerKA⊗B for the property ofagreementis given by the CA:

~q0start ~q1 ~q2

~q3 ~q4 ~q6

(b,�)

(c,�)
(d,d)

(d,d)

(�,e)

(�,d) (e,e)

The translation in Definition 11 yields the CMs:

JKA⊗BKA JKA⊗BKB

~q01start ~q11

~q21

~q31
b@A−

c@A−

d@BA

d@BA

e@BA

~q02start ~q12

~q22

~q32
d@BA

d@B−

e@B−

e@BA

e@BA
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Under the 1-buffer semantics, the system S(KA⊗B) always reaches a deadlock configuration since in
every execution there are messages in the buffer with no receiver, corresponding to the offer actions in
the controller.

If we assume that the unmatched offers are consumed instantaneously by an artificial participant rep-
resenting the environment, we still have possible deadlockconfigurations in S(KA⊗B), for example if the
participants execute the sequence of transitions(~q01,b@A−, ~q11), (~q02,d@B−, ~q22), (~q22,e@BA, ~q32).

Note thatKA⊗B has no branching condition: in~q1,~q3 the participantB is the state~q02, but from~q3

there is no match transition on action d.

Under the assumptions that the offer actions are consumed bythe environment, that it is possible
to prove that the controller of the CAA has a slightly modified version of the branching condition if
and only if the corresponding systemS(KA ) is convergent. The proof is obtained by noticing that in
the 1-buffer semantic a deadlock configuration is reached only if a participantA send a messagea to a
participantB andB is unable to consume the message. By Definition 11 this can happen only if there are
two different states in the CA whereA is in the same internal state and the match transition is available
only in one of the two states, i.e.KA has no branching condition. We also need to consider those
configurations which are not convergent nor deadlocks as done in Theorem 2.

On weak agreement For the property ofweak agreementthings are more intricate, indeed it is neces-
sary to modify the actual translation. This is due to the possibility for a participant to fire a request if in
the future the offer will be available, while in the CMs if thebuffer is empty it is not possible to perform
an input action.

To overcome this problem it is possible to synthesize one or more CMs which act as brokers. They
receive as input all the actions of the participants, which are now translated into outputs, and reply with
messages in a way to drive the participants through the tracein weak agreement.

On different semantics We now discuss the relations between CAs and other semanticsfor CMs.

Example 13 Consider the following CAA⊗B:

~q0start ~q1

~q2

(a,a)

(b,b)

We haveA = a+b, B = b+a. This CA isstrongly safeand has the branching condition. However, by
considering the non 1-buffer semantics for CMs, the translated system is notdeadlock free. Indeed a
possible deadlock in S(KA⊗B) is generated if the first participant performs the actiona@AB and then the
second performs the actionb@BA. This is because participantB can ignore the message received by the
participant A and follow the other branch of the CA. These behaviours is notpermitted by the 1-buffer
semantics, which forces participants to follow the successful branch.

The previous example shows that if we allow a less constrained semantics for CMs then Theorem 2
does not hold any more. Indeed, we need to introduce other constraints on the behaviour of the CAs to
obtain a correspondence with convergent systems.
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Note that in the previous example, from state~q0 both participants contain a branch where they can
execute an input or an output action. This is called amixed choicestate. It is possible to prove that if a
CA has the branching condition, it is strongly safe and has nomixed choice states then the corresponding
system is convergent with non 1-buffer semantics. However the converse does not hold. Indeed there
exists systems with mixed choice states that enjoy convergence.

Example 14 Consider the following CAA⊗B:

~q0start ~q1

~q2

~q3
(a,a)

(b,b)

(b,b)

(a,a)

We haveA= a.b+b.a,B= b.a+a.b. This CA isstrongly safe, has the branching condition, and contains
a mixed choice state, i.e.~q0. Nevertheless, the corresponding system is convergent.

As showed by the previous example, for obtaining a correspondence similar to Theorem 2, we need
to consider thosebadmixed choices, where the participants behave differently in the different branches.

6 Concluding Remarks

We have established a formal correspondence between contract automata, an orchestration model, and
communicating machines, a model of choreography. An interesting implication of our results is that
contract automata can be seen as an alternative semantics ofcommunicating machines. In fact, the prod-
uct of communicating machines could be built as a contract automaton once match-actions are properly
defined as tuples where output messages appear before the corresponding input ones. However, contract
automata are more general in the sense that they would also admit matches where a request appears be-
fore its corresponding offer. Exploring those alternativesemantics is of interest and it is scope for future
work.

The dichotomy orchestration-choreography has been discussed in many papers (see e.g., [9]). The
only formal results (we are aware of) that link a choreography to an orchestration framework is in [5].
A precise comparison with [5] is not straightforward as the models use a bisimulation-like relation to
exhibit a conformance relation between choreographed and orchestrated computations. Here, we study
the conditions to “force” orchestrated computations to well-behave (strong safety), and convergence in a
choreography framework in terms of strong safety in the orchestration one.

A practical outcome of our result is that strong safe contract automata can execute without controller
(if they are trusted). In fact, one can translate them into communicating machines that run without central
control.

For the time being, our result only states that strong agreement corresponds to the 1-buffer semantics
of communicating machines. In other words, the execution ofthe machines is basically synchronous.
(We note that this has some advantages since communicating machines with 1-buffer semantics are more
computationally tractable [7].) We conjecture that results similar to the one presented in this paper can be
achieved for weaker notions of agreement (for example, the ones in [3]) when considering asynchronous
behaviours of communicating machines. This is nonethelessleft as future work.
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